Tech Mahindra Receives 2018 AT&T Supplier Award
New Delhi, India/ Dallas, USA, April 2, 2018: Tech Mahindra, a leading provider of digital transformation, consulting and
business re-engineering services and solutions, announced today it has received the 2018 AT&T* Supplier Award for its
outstanding performance and service to AT&T affiliates during the past year.

The company is being recognized for its outstanding contributions across a broad scope of selection criteria, including supplier
diversity results, creative cost management solutions, teamwork, customer service, product/service performance and
sustainability.

“Over the last year, Tech Mahindra aligned themselves with AT&T’s priorities and exceeded our expectations in helping provide
for our customers,” said Susan Johnson, executive vice president – Global Connections Management and Supply Chain, AT&T
Services, Inc. “Together, we delivered smart solutions and exceeded customer expectations. And we did it all with innovation
and leading technology. The commitment and contributions of Tech Mahindra has distinguished them as our 2018 recipient.”

“Tech Mahindra is very grateful to AT&T for this honor & recognition,” said Ashish Julka, Senior Vice President, Tech Mahindra.
“Over the last 14 years we have stayed focused on delivering value to AT&T and its customers. We are very excited about the
strategic initiatives that we are working with AT&T on – including the open source ACUMOS AI platform that was recently
launched by Linux Foundation. We are committed to driving innovation and thought leadership across all lines of business.”

*About AT&T

AT&T Inc. (NYSE:T) helps millions around the globe connect with leading entertainment, business, mobile and high speed
internet services. We have the nation’s largest and most reliable network** and the best global coverage of any U.S. wireless
provider. We’re one of the world’s largest providers of pay TV. We have TV customers in the U.S. and 11 Latin American
countries. More than 3 million companies, from small to large businesses around the globe, turn to AT&T for our highly secure
smart solutions.

AT&T products and services are provided or offered by subsidiaries and affiliates of AT&T Inc. under the AT&T brand and not
by AT&T Inc. Additional information about AT&T products and services is available at about.att.com. Follow our news on
Twitter at @ATT, on Facebook at facebook.com/att and on YouTube at youtube.com/att.

© 2018 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the Globe logo and other marks are trademarks and service
marks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. All other marks contained herein are the property of
their respective owners.

**Coverage not avail. everywhere. Based on overall coverage in U.S. licensed/roaming areas. Reliability based on voice and
data performance from independent 3rd party data.

***Claim based on the Nielsen Certified Data Network Score. Score includes data reported by wireless consumers in the
Nielsen Mobile Insights survey, network measurements from Nielsen Mobile Performance and Nielsen Drive Test Benchmarks
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for Q4 2016 + Q1 2017 across 121 markets.

For more information on Tech Mahindra, please contact: Tuhina Pandey, Global Corporate Communications | Email:
Tuhina.Pandey@TechMahindra.com
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